Just Add Water

by Christine Danger

Christine Danger is a keen amateur photographer who focuses on nature and nautical subjects. Chris is lucky to enjoy countless adventures
with her partner on their catamaran. Sailing allows her to combine a love of nature, photography and writing. She shoots with a Canon 7D
Mark II above water, and an Olympus Tough TG4 underwater.
To see more of her work, go to www.sv-takeiteasy.com

Table coral at Fitzroy Reef, Great Barrier Reef

Sailing the Great Barrier Reef and being a keen
photographer unavoidably leads you to experiment
with underwater photography. The wonderland that
lurks just under the surface is truly captivating. The
variety of colours and shapes of corals are many, from
wrinkled brains, to cabbages, table tops, antlers and
pillars. The multitude of fish of all sizes amongst all this
beautiful coral is astounding and their colour often
incredibly vibrant. I could not envisage snorkelling
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without a camera amongst a reef, whether tropical
or temperate, and made a choice last year to buy a
waterproof compact for underwater photography.
In this article we will briefly look at why I elected to go
for a compact for underwater shots, and then focus
on some techniques to ensure that if you decide to
give underwater photography a try, you maximise your
chances of taking pleasing shots regardless of the type
of equipment you use.

Why a compact?
After hesitating between a housing for the
Canon 7Dii DSLR (a waterproof case that
enables you to safely operate your DSLR
underwater) and a compact underwater
camera, and researching the pros and cons,
the decision came down to:
1. Prohibitive cost of a DSLR housing. It is not
just the housing for the camera, but also
the lens port and accessories such as arms
for flash or strobes. A budget of $8,000 to
$10,000AUD is not uncommon to set yourself
up – for most of us several times the cost of
the camera itself.
2. Bulk and weight. Even though the DSLR
underwater rig becomes nearly weight
neutral in the water at depth, it still is a
cumbersome set up, especially when your
intention is just to go snorkelling, rather than
scuba diving regularly. You can expect a
rig to weigh at least two to three kilos.
3. Ease of use. The harder to use it is, the less
likely you are to hop into the water and
start shooting. Keep it simple, keep it easy
and you will do it more readily.
4. To illustrate, let us look at a scenario: you
see something in the water – a small jellyfish.
• With the compact, you just jump in, get
close to the jellyfish with your diminutive
camera set on wide angle and click
away. You want to change your mind
and take a macro shot? That is easy, just
adjust the setting and off you go.
• With your DSLR in a housing, you have
to get your camera ready, select the
correct lens and its port, get in the water
with several kilos of gear in your hands.
You approach the jelly fish, looking a bit
oversized for the little critter. You take
a few shots, then realise instead of the
macro lens, you needed your fisheye
lens. Get out of the water, change
lens and port, go back in the water. By
which time your little jelly fish has swam
away!
Ease of use, nimbleness and price won over
the highest quality images and control offered
by a DSLR. Having gone for the compact, it
was then a matter of selecting the model.
There are a number of choices in the market
place. In the end, the Olympus Tough TG4
won the race. The choice was influenced
by positive past experience with the brand,
firsthand look at underwater shots taken with
this model by a friend, and good all round
reviews.

Small jellyfish at Refuge Cove, Wilsons Promontory

Copperbanded Butterflyfish, taken at Fitzroy Reef, Great Barrier Reef
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What you should know about photographing
underwater
Whatever camera equipment you use, there are
important aspects about water which you need to
know, as they greatly affect the way you photograph
underwater and the quality of images you get.
•

The behaviour of light underwater is unlike the
behaviour of light on land. For starters, the density
of water is 800 times that of air. In effect, we can
compare a picture taken in one meter of water to
one taken on land at 800 meters away. So your
subject can become blurry and low in detail very
quickly.

•

As soon as light enters the water it also interacts with
suspended particles, resulting in loss of both colour
and contrast. So things can look dull.

•

Even with good visibility, particles in the water
column in front of your camera tend to reflect and

scatter light. This is what is called backscatter – little
prisms of light that can ruin your shots.
• Light is absorbed underwater and colours
disappear: red goes first, then orange and yellow,
until only green and blue are left. Within half a
meter of the surface those red bathers are muted
and dull.
• Place a pencil in a glass of water and you will see
that it bends at the join between the air and water.
This is called refraction. Water refraction is a third
more than air refraction. This means any object
underwater appears one-third larger than its actual
size. This fools the eye of the photographer and the
camera lens… oh and of the fisherman!
The combined effect of colour loss, light diffusion,
refraction and backscatter is that what you think you
are photographing is not always what you find you
have actually taken… unless you follow a few basic
rules and tips.

Floating seaweed in the temperate waters of Refuge Cove, Wilsons Promontory
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Rule 1 - Get close: Triangular Butterflyfish
taken at North West island, Great Barrier
Reef

Rule 3 - Watch out for backscatter: Small Jellyfish against our rudder at Refuge
Cove, Wilsons Promontory

Rule 1: Get Close
The reduction of the water column between
the lens and the subject is paramount. So get
close – no, really close… and fill the frame.
Close up shots of fish or corals are far more
effective than non-descript scenes with blurred
or ill-defined subjects. You need to get much
closer than you think to get a clear, colourful
shot.

Rule 2: Don’t Shoot Down
As soon as you put a snorkelling mask on your
face, you look into the sea at a downward
angle. After all, this is where the fish are! But
you will get better results if you can get below a
subject and shoot up towards the surface or at

least at eye level. It is just the same as on land.
Just think, you would not shoot down on the
heads of people when taking a portrait. But it
does take practice and can be hard on your
neck.

Rule 3: Beware of built-in flash
A built-in flash works well in the air, but has a
limited range underwater. Light is absorbed
very quickly. It can also bounce off small
particles causing bright specks on your image
(backscatter). So to prevent backscatter you
need to use an off camera flash or a strobe in
such a way that the light illuminates the subject
and not the column of water in front of the lens.

Rule 2 - Don’t shoot down: Panoramic crop of reef floor, taken at Fitzroy Reef, Great Barrier Reef
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Rule 4:
F8 – 1 metre –
Be there!
This is a wellknown maxim
in landscape
photography. It
is just as relevant
in underwater
photography.
It is all about
a catch all
situation. With
compact
underwater
cameras, an
aperture of f4 is
comparable with
an f8 on a DSLR.
In other words it
is a mid-aperture.
One metre from
the camera
lens is a very
comfortable
working distance.
You are close
enough for the
subject to fill
the frame, and
not too close
to threaten it. It
also means good
saturation and
sharpness and
less backscatter.
And of course be
there, be in the
water when the
magic moment
appears before
you.
“You have to be
in it to win it.”
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Rule 4 - F8, 1 meter, be there: Anemonefish at Great Keppel Island
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Tips from the pros
What follows are some suggestions and tips picked
up along the way through practice, discussion with
experienced underwater photographers and during
dive courses.
•

The use of complementary colours can add
significant impact to your images. In the ocean the
primary colour of blue surrounds you. Its opposites
on a colour wheel are yellow and orange.
Underwater, the combinations of these colours
work dynamically together. As luck would have it,
there are lots of yellow fish swimming around the
reef: butterfly fish, angel fish, moorish idol, to name
a few. Similarly, beautiful sandy coloured antlers or
table corals stand out wonderfully against a blue
water background. Red is also an excellent colour
to combine with blue, as in vibrant soft corals
against a clear blue sea.

• Underwater, we have the most intense and
predictable colour cast of all, you guessed it: blue!
Corals, fish, water, everything can look unnaturally
blue. To overcome this, if your camera has an
underwater setting, use it since it compensates for
that blue cast. Another option is to adjust the white
balance in post processing. In Lightroom, you can
use the white balance colour picker and click on
various areas of whites and greys to achieve a
more natural result.
• Shooting on a sunny day with a wide angle lens
or setting close to the surface can often produce
a rich blue background and pleasing results. So
when the conditions and visibility are good, make
the most of it. But when it is cloudy and visibility is
reduced then it is macro time.

Achieve a rich blue background: Beautiful coral formations against a rich blue background, taken at Fitzroy Reef, Great Barrier Reef
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Use complementary colours: Yellow Damsel Fish against purple coral, taken at Fitzroy Reef, Great Barrier Reef
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Experimenting with ideas
Beyond capturing beautiful underwater gardens and
portraits of fish, it is fun to experiment with different
genres.

Abstract Art
You can represent a recognisable subject in an
unusual way or even take away the identity of the
subject matter and leave your imagination to focus on
textures, lines, shapes, patterns or colours. Generally
the macro mode works best for this, particularly when
you fill the frame with your chosen topic such as the
marbling of seagrass, or a giant clam siphon.

Over-Under
A fun thing to try is to use a fish eye lens and take shots
that are half over and half underwater. Although it
takes a lot of practice, you can get some interesting
effects. The difficulty is finding half a scene that will

complement the other half! You will often find a
colourful, photogenic shallow reef in the foreground
with nothing above the surface to complement it, or a
yacht floating topside with nothing of interest under the
water line. But it is worth looking for those split layers.

Wave Action
Capturing the movement of water and waves from
unique angles, impossible to get from the shore, can
be quite exciting. For instance, taking waves side on
to the swell, in the swell, or from underneath the wave
can produce some amazing results. But it does mean
getting wet and sometimes being tumbled around.

Different Angles
Because the horizon line is absent in underwater
photography, you can experiment with tilting your
camera and achieving dynamic diagonal lines in your
composition.

Abstract Art: Seagrass looking like malachite, Key Island, Tasmania

Abstract Art: Giant clam and its siphon, taken at Great Keppel Island
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Over-Under: Surfacing to see our boat, Keppel Islands

Over-Under: Small Jellyfish at Refuge Cove, Wilsons Promontory

Give it a try!
Once you start playing with a camera underwater and
pushing your creative boundaries, you will be hooked,
guaranteed! It does not have to be an expensive
exercise. Some compacts such as the Olympus TG4 or
the Nikon Coolpix will be water resistant to 10 or 15

meters, which is ample when snorkelling, and there
are affordable underwater housings for most other
compacts. But most important of all it is the great
fun you will have and the opportunity to extend your
portfolio of amazing images. So what are you waiting
for?
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